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Abstract

We consider approximation algorithms for the metric labeling problem. This problem was introduced in a
paper by Kleinberg and Tardos [26], and captures many classification problems that arise in computer vision
and related fields. They gave anO(log k log log k) approximation for the general case wherek is the number
of labels, and a2-approximation for the uniform metric case. (In fact, the bound for general metrics can be
improved toO(log k) by the work of Fakcheroenphol, Rao, and Talwar [16].) Subsequently, Gupta and Tardos
[18] gave a4-approximation for the truncated linear metric, a metric motivated by practical applications to
image restoration and visual correspondence. In this paper we introduce an integer programming formulation
and show that the integrality gap of its linear relaxation either matches or improves the ratios known for
several cases of the metric labeling problem studied until now, providing a unified approach to solving them.
In particular, we show that the integrality gap of our LP is bounded byO(log k) for a generalk-point metric
and2 for the uniform metric thus matching the known ratios. We also develop an algorithm based on our LP
that achieves a ratio of2+p2 ' 3:414 for the truncated linear metric improving the earlier known ratio of4.
Our algorithm uses the fact that the integrality gap of the LP is1 on a linear metric.

1 Introduction

Motivated by certain classification problems that arise in computer vision and related fields, Kleinberg and Tardos
introduced the metric labeling problem [26]. In a typical classification problem, one wishes to assign labels to a
set of objects so as to optimize some measure of the quality ofthe labeling. The metric labeling problem captures
a broad range of classification problems where the quality ofa labeling depends on the pairwise relations between
the underlying set of objects. More precisely, the task is toclassify a setV of n objects by assigning to each
object a label from a setL of labels. The pairwise relationships between the objects are represented by a weighted
graphG = (V;E) wherew(u; v) represents the strength of the relationship betweenu andv. The objective is to
find a labeling, a functionf : V ! L, that maps objects to labels, where the cost off , denoted byQ(f), has two
components.�This version to appear in SIAM J. on Discrete Mathematics. A preliminary version appeared in the Proceedings of the 12th Annual
ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, 2001, pp. 109-118.yBell Labs, Lucent Technologies, 600 Mountain Ave, Murray Hill, NJ 07974. E-mail:chekuri@research.bell-labs.com.zDepartment of Computer and Information Science, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104. E-mail:
sanjeev@cis.upenn.edu. Supported in part by an Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowship.xComputer Science Dept., Technion, Haifa 32000, Israel. E-mail: naor@cs.technion.ac.il. Most of this work was done
while the author was at Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies, 600 Mountain Ave, Murray Hill, NJ 07974. Research supported in part by
US-Israel BSF Grant 2002276 and by EU contract IST-1999-14084 (APPOL II).{Bear Stearns & Co., One Federal St., 29th Floor, Boston, MA 02110. E-mail:LZosin@Bear.com. This work was done while the
author was at NEC Research Institute, Princeton, NJ 08540.
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� For eachu 2 V , there is a non-negative assignment costc(u; i) to labelu with i. This cost reflects the
relative likelihood of assigning labels tou.� For each pair of objectsu and v, the edge weightw(u; v) measures the strength of their relationship.
This models the assumption that strongly related objects should be assigned labels that areclose. This is
modeled in the objective function by the termw(u; v) � d(f(u); f(v)) whered(�; �) is a distance function
on the labelsL.

Thus Q(f) = Xu2V c(u; f(u)) + X(u;v)2Ew(u; v) � d(f(u); f(v))
and the goal is to find a labeling of minimum cost. In the metriclabeling problem, the distance functiond is
assumed to be a metric. We remark that if the distance function d is allowed to be arbitrary, the graph coloring
problem can be reduced to the labeling problem.

A prototypical application of the metric labeling problem is the image restorationproblem in computer
vision [4, 5, 6]. In the image restoration problem, the goal is to take an image corrupted by noise and restore it
to its “true” version. The image consists of pixels and theseare the objects in the classification problem. Each
pixel has an integer intensity value associated with it thatis possibly corrupted and we would like to restore
it to its true value. Thus the labels correspond to intensityvalues and the goal is to assign a new intensity to
each pixel. Further, neighboring pixels are assumed to be close to each other, since intensities typically change
smoothly. Thus, neighboring pixels have an edge between them with a positive weight (assume a uniform value
for concreteness). The original or observed intensities are assumed to be close to true values1. The assignment
cost is some positive cost associated with changing the intensity from its original value to a new value, the larger
the change, the larger the cost. To see how the cost function models the restoration, consider a pixel corrupted
by noise as a result of which its observed intensity is very different from its neighboring pixels. By changing the
corrupted pixel’s intensity we incur a cost of relabeling but that can be offset by the edge cost saved by being
closer to its neighbors. The assignment costs weigh the labeling in favor of the original values since most of the
intensities are likely to be correct (see also the footnote).

The metric labeling problem naturally arises in other applications in image processing and computer vision.
Researchers in these fields have developed a variety of good heuristics that use classical combinatorial optimiza-
tion techniques such as network flow and local search [4, 21, 32, 17, 14, 12].

Kleinberg and Tardos [26] formalized the metric labeling problem and its connections to Markov random
fields and other classification problems (see [26] for a thorough description of the various connections). Metric
labeling also has rich connections to some well known problems in combinatorial optimization. It is related to the
quadratic assignment problem, an extensively studied problem in Operations Research. A special case of metric
labeling is the 0-extension problem, studied by Karzanov [24, 25]. There are no assignment costs in this problem,
however, the graph contains a set of terminals,t1; : : : ; tk, where the label of terminalti is fixed in advance toi and the non-terminals are free to be assigned to any of the labels. The 0-extension problem generalizes the
well-studied multi-way cut problem [13, 7, 23]. Karzanov [24, 25] showed that certain special cases (special
metrics) of the 0-extension problem can be solved optimallyin polynomial time. Another special case of the
metric labeling problem is thetask assignment problemin distributed computing [28]. Here, tasks of a modular

1This assumption is based on the connection of the labeling problem to the theory of Markov Random Fields (MRFs) [27]. In this
theory, the observed data or labeling of the objects is assumed to be obtained from a true labeling by adding independent random noise.
The idea is to decide the most probable labeling given the observed data. An MRF can be defined by a graph on the objects with edges
indicating dependencies between objects. Under the assumption that the probability distribution of an object’s labeldepends only on its
neighbors’ labels, and if the MRF satisfies two standard assumptions of homogeneity and pairwise interactions, the labeling problem can
be restated as the problem of finding a labelingf that maximizes thea posterioriprobabilityPr [f jf 0] wheref 0 is the observed labeling.
We refer the reader to [26] for more details on the connectionof metric labeling to MRFs.
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program need to be assigned to the processors of a distributed system, while balancing between task execution
cost and inter-task communication cost.

Kleinberg and Tardos [26] obtained anO(log k log log k) approximation for the general metric labeling prob-
lem, wherek denotes the number of labels inL and a2-approximation for the uniform metric. The approximation
for general metrics improves toO(log k) by a recent result of Fakcheroenphol, Rao and Talwar [16]. Metric label-
ing is Max-SNP hard; this follows from the Max-SNP hardness of the multi-way cut problem which is a special
case. Given the rich connections of this problem to other well-studied optimization problems and a variety of
applications, a natural interesting question is to determine the approximability of the general problem as well as
of the important special cases that arise in practice.

The Truncated Linear Metric Gupta and Tardos [18] considered the metric labeling problem for the truncated
linear metric, a special case motivated by its direct applications to two problems in computer vision, namely
image restorationandvisual correspondence. We briefly describe the application of this metric to the image
restoration problem discussed earlier, see [18] for more details. Consider the case of grey scale images where
the intensities are integer values. Our earlier description assumed that intensities of neighboring pixels should be
similar since the image is typically smooth. This motivatesa linear-like metric on the labels where the distance
between two intensitiesi andj is ji � jj. However, at object boundaries (here we are referring to objects in the
image) sharp changes in intensities happen. Thus, for the metric to be robust, neighboring pixels that are actually
at object boundaries (and hence naturally differ in their intensities by large amounts) should not be penalized
by arbitrarily large quantities. This motivated Gupta and Tardos to consider a truncated linear metric, where the
distance between two intensitiesi andj is given byd(i; j) = min(M; ji � jj). Thus, the penalty is truncated atM ; this is a natural (and non-uniform) metric for the problem at hand. A very similar reasoning applies to the
visual correspondence problem, where the objective is to compare two images of the same scene for disparity.
The labels here correspond to depth of the point in the image from the camera. For the truncated linear metric a4-approximation algorithm was given in [18] using local search. The local moves in the algorithm make use of
the flow network used in [4, 21] which gives an optimal solution to the linear metric case in polynomial time.

For the image restoration application, other distance functions have also been studied. In particular, the
quadratic distance functiond(i; j) = ji � jj2 and its truncated versiond(i; j) = minfM; ji � jj2g have been
considered (see [27] and [22]). Unfortunately, neither of these distance functions is a metric, and hence the
algorithms for metric labeling problem cannot be used. However as we discuss shortly, we are able to provide
non-trivial approximation ratios for them.

Results In this paper we address the problem of obtaining improved approximation guarantees for the metric
labeling problem. Kleinberg and Tardos [26] point out the difficulty of the general case as having to do with
the absence of a “natural” IP formulation for the problem. They give an IP formulation for tree metrics and use
Bartal’s probabilistic tree approximations [2, 3] to reduce the problem with an arbitrary metric to that with a tree
metric. In this work we give a natural IP formulation for the general problem. An advantage of our formulation
is that it is applicable even to distance functions that are not metrics, for example, the quadratic distance function
mentioned above. We substantiate the strength of this formulation by deriving both known results and new results
using its linear relaxation. In particular, we show the following results on the integrality gap of our formulation.� O(log k) for general metrics and a factor2 for the uniform metric.� 1 for the linear metric and distances on the line defined by convex functions (not necessarily metrics).� 2 +p2 ' 3:414 for the truncated linear metric.� O(pM) for the truncated quadratic distance function.
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The integrality gaps we show for our formulation either match or improve upon the best previous approximation
ratios for most of the cases known to us (in addition to the above, we can also show that ifG is a tree the
integrality gap is1). Our formulation allows us to present these results in a unified fashion. In the process we
improve the4 approximation of Gupta and Tardos [18] for the important case of the truncated linear metric. We
also show a reduction from the case with arbitrary assignment costsc(u; i) to the case wherec(u; i) 2 f0;1g for
all u andi. The reduction preserves the graphG and the optimal solution, but increases the size of the labelspace
from k labels tonk labels. Though this is undesirable in practice, it is usefulfrom a theoretical point of view.
In particular, this result implies that in order to find anO(1)-approximation for the general case, it suffices to
focus attention on restricted instances with no assignmentcosts, but where each vertex is required to be assigned
a label from its own set of labels. We believe that our resultsand techniques are a positive step towards obtaining
improved bounds for both the general metric labeling problem, as well as for interesting special cases.

Călinescu, Karloff, and Rabani [8] considered approximation algorithms for the 0-extension problem. They
consider a linear programming formulation (which they callthemetric relaxation) originally studied by Karzanov
[24], where they associate a length function with every edgeof the graph and require that: (i) the distance between
terminalsti andtj , for 1 � i; j � k, is at leastd(i; j), and (ii) the length function is a semi-metric. We note that
their formulation does not apply to the general metric labeling problem. They obtain anO(log k)-approximation
algorithm for the0-extension problem using this formulation and anO(1)-approximation for planar graphs. Our
linear programming formulation, when specialized to the0-extension problem, induces a feasible solution for the
metric relaxation formulation, by defining the length of an edge to be its transshipment cost (see Section 2). It is
not hard to verify that this length function is a semi-metric. Călinescu, Karloff, and Rabani [8] also show a gap
of 
(plog k) on the integrality ratio of their formulation. Their lower bound proof does not seem to carry over
in any straight forward way to our formulation. We note that the metric relaxation formulation optimizes over
the set of all semi-metrics, while our formulation optimizes only over a subset of the semi-metrics. Whether our
formulation is strictly stronger than the metric relaxation of [8] is an interesting open problem.

Outline Section 2 describes our linear programming formulation forthe general metric labeling problem. In
Section 3, we analyze our formulation for uniform and linearmetrics. Building on our rounding scheme for
the linear metric, we design and analyze a rounding procedure for the truncated linear metric in Section 4. In
Section 5, we study the general metric labeling problem and show that the integrality gap of our formulation is
bounded byO(log k). We also describe here a transformation that essentially eliminates the role of the label cost
assignment function.

2 The Linear Programming Formulation

We present a new linear integer programming formulation of the metric labeling problem. Letx(u; i) be af0; 1g-variable indicating that vertexu is labeledi. Let x(u; i; v; j) be af0; 1g-variable indicating that for edge(u; v) 2 E, vertexu is labeledi and vertexv is labeledj. See Fig. 1 for the formulation.
Constraints (1) simply express that each vertex must receive some label. Constraints (2) force consistency

in the edge variables: ifx(u; i) = 1 andx(v; j) = 1 they forcex(u; i; v; j) to be1. Constraints (3) express the
fact that(u; i; v; j) and(v; j; u; i) refer to the same edge; the redundancy helps in notation. We obtain a linear
relaxation of the above program by allowing the variablesx(u; i) andx(u; i; v; j) to take any non-negative value.
We note that equality in (2) is important for the linear relaxation.

With each edge(u; v) 2 E we associate a complete bipartite graphH(u; v). The vertices ofH(u; v) arefu1; : : : ; ukg andfv1; : : : ; vkg, i.e., they represent all possible labelings ofu andv. There is an edge(ui; vj)
connecting the pair of verticesui and vj, 1 � i; j � k. In the sequel, we refer to the edges ofH(u; v) as
links to distinguish them from the edges ofG. Suppose that the value of the variablesx(u; i) for all u andi has
been determined. For an edge(u; v) 2 E, we can interpret the variablesx(u; i; v; j) from a flow perspective.
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(I) min Xu2V kXi=1 c(u; i) � x(u; i) + X(u;v)2E w(u; v) kXi=1 kXj=1 d(i; j) � x(u; i; v; j)
subject to: kXi=1 x(u; i) = 1 8 v 2 V (1)kXj=1 x(u; i; v; j) � x(u; i) = 0 8 u 2 V , (u; v) 2 E, i 2 1; : : : ; k (2)x(u; i; v; j) � x(v; j; u; i) = 0 8 u; v 2 V , i; j 2 1; : : : ; k (3)x(u; i) 2 f0; 1g 8 u 2 V , i 2 1; : : : ; k (4)x(u; i; v; j) 2 f0; 1g 8 (u; v) 2 E, i; j 2 1; : : : ; k (5)

Figure 1: ILP Formulation

The contribution of edge(u; v) 2 E to the objective function of the linear program is the cost ofthe optimal
transshipment of flow betweenfu1; : : : ; ukg andfv1; : : : ; vkg, where: (i) the supply ofui is x(u; i) and the
demand ofvj is x(v; j) for 0 � i; j � k, (ii) the cost of shipping a unit flow fromui to vj is d(i; j). (The choice
of the “supply” side and the “demand” side is arbitrary.)

For the rest of the paper, the quantitydLP (u; v) refers to the LP distance betweenu andv and is defined to be
the transshipment cost

Pi;j d(i; j) � x(u; i; v; j). The LP distance derived from an optimal (fractional) solution
to (I) induces a metric on the graph, since for anyv1; v2; v3 2 V , the transshipment cost fromv1 to v2 cannot
be more than the sum of the transshipment costs fromv2 to v3 and fromv3 to v1. The transshipment problem
between two distributions was introduced by Monge [29] and is also referred to as the Monge-Kantorovich mass
transference problem and has several applications [31]. Inthe image processing literature [33, 30] this metric has
also been referred to as theearth mover’s metric.

A solution to the formulation has an interestinggeometricinterpretation. It defines an embedding of the
graph into ak-dimensional simplex, where the distance between points inthe simplex is defined by the earth
mover’s metric on the labels. Our formulation specializes to that of Kleinberg and Tardos [26] for the uniform
metric case which in turn specializes to that of Călinescu,Karloff and Rabani [7] for the multiway cut problem
where the distance between points in the embedding is simplytheir `1 distance.

3 Uniform Metrics and Linear Metrics

We now analyze the performance of our linear programming formulation on two natural special cases, namely,
uniform metrics and linear metrics. Kleinberg and Tardos [26] showed a 2-approximation for the uniform metric
case. Their approach is based on rounding the solution of a linear program formulated specifically for uniform
metrics. We will show that our linear programming formulation dominates the one in [26], and thus also has an
integrality gap of at most2. For the case of linear metrics, Boykovet al [4], and Ishikawa and Geiger [21], have
obtained exact algorithms, by reducing the problem to a minimumfs; tg-cut computation. We show here that, on
linear metrics, our linear programming formulation gives an exact algorithm as well. Our analysis for the linear
metric case plays an important role in the algorithm for the truncated linear metric case.
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3.1 The Uniform Metric Case

Kleinberg and Tardos [26] formulated a linear program, denoted by (KT), for the uniform metric and gave the
following iterative algorithm for rounding a solution to it. Initially, no vertex is labeled. Each iteration consists
of the following steps: (i) choose a label uniformly at random from 1; : : : ; k (say, a labeli), (ii) choose a real
threshold� uniformly at random from[0; 1], (iii) for all unlabeled verticesu 2 V , u is labeledi if � � x(u; i).
The algorithm terminates when all vertices are labeled. Kleinberg and Tardos [26] showed that the expected cost
of a labeling obtained by this algorithm is a at most twice thecost of the LP solution.

(KT) minXv2V kXi=1 c(u; i) � x(u; i) + X(u;v)2Ew(u; v) � 12 kXi=1 jx(u; i) � x(v; i)j
subject to: kXi=1 x(u; i) = 1 8 u 2 Vx(u; i) � 0 8 u 2 V andi 2 1; : : : ; k
We show that applying the rounding algorithm to an optimal solution obtained from linear program (I),

yields the same approximation factor. Let�x be a solution to (I). Note that for both (I) and (KT) the variablesx(u; i) completely determine the cost. We will show that cost of (KT)on �x is smaller than that of (I). Both
linear programs (I) and (KT) coincide regarding the labeling cost. Consider edge(u; v) 2 E. We show that
the contribution of(u; v) to the objective function of (I) is at least as large as the contribution to the objective
function of (KT).12 � kXi=1 j�x(u; i)� �x(v; i)j = 12 � kXi=1 ������ kXj=1 �x(u; i; v; j) � kXj=1 �x(v; i; u; j)������� 12 � kXi=1 ������ kXj=1;j 6=i �x(u; i; v; j) + kXj=1;j 6=i �x(v; i; u; j)������= 12 � kXi=1 kXj=1;j 6=i2 � �x(u; i; v; j)= kXi=1 kXj=1 d(i; j) � �x(u; i; v; j):

The penultimate equality in the above set of equations is true since�x(u; i; v; j) = �x(v; j; u; i). The final
equality follows from the fact thatd(i; i) = 0 andd(i; j) = 1; i 6= j. The last term is the contribution of(u; v) to
the objective function of (I). We note that the example used in [26] to show that the integrality gap of (KT) is at
least2� 1=k, can be used to show the same gap for (I) as well.

3.2 The Line Metric Case

We now turn to the case of a linear metric and show that the value of an integral optimal solution is equal to the
value of a fractional optimal solution of the LP (I). Withoutloss of generality, we can assume that the labels of the
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metric are integers1; 2; : : : ; k. If the label set contains non-consecutive integers, we canadd all the “missing”
intermediate integers to the label set and set the cost of assigning them to every vertex to be infinite. In fact the
rounding can be generalized to the case where the labels are arbitrary points on the real line without any difficulty.

Rounding procedure: Let �x be an optimal fractional solution to the linear program. We round the fractional
solution as follows. Let� be a real threshold chosen uniformly at random from[0; 1]. For all i, 1 � i � k, let�(u; i) = iXj=1 �x(u; j):
Each vertexu 2 V is labeled by the unique labeli that satisfies�(u; i � 1) < � � �(u; i). Clearly all vertices
are labeled since�(u; k) = 1.

Analysis: We analyze the expected cost of the assignment produced by the rounding procedure. For each vertexu 2 V , let L(u) be a random variable whose value is the label assigned tou by the rounding procedure. It can
be readily verified that the probability thatL(u) = i is equal to�x(u; i). This means that the expected labeling
cost of vertexv is equal to

Pki=1 �x(u; i) � c(u; i) which is precisely the assignment cost ofu in the linear program
(with respect to solution�x). We now fix our attention on the expected cost of the edges.

Lemma 3.1 Consider edge(u; v) 2 E. Then,

E [d((L(u); L(v))] = kXi=1 j�(u; i) � �(v; i)j:
Proof. For the sake of the analysis we define auxiliary binary randomvariableZ1; : : : ; Zk�1 as follows. The
variableZi is 1 if minfL(u); L(v)g � i andmaxfL(u); L(v)g > i, and is0 otherwise. In other wordsZi is 1 ifi is in the interval defined byL(u) andL(v). It is easy to see thatd(L(u); L(v)) = k�1Xi=1 Zi:
ThereforeE [d(L(u); L(v))] =Pk�1i=1 E [Zi]. We claim that

E [Zi] = Pr [Zi = 1] = j�(u; i) � �(v; i)j:
The lemma easily follows from this claim. To prove the claim,assume w.l.o.g. that�(u; i) � �(v; i). If� < �(v; i) it is clear thatL(u); L(v) � i and if � > �(u; i) thenL(u); L(v) > i: in both casesZi = 0.
If � 2 (�(v; i); �(u; i)] thenL(u) � i andL(v) > i which implies thatZi = 1. ThusPr [Zi = 1] is exactlyj�(u; i) � �(v; i)j. 2

We now estimate the contribution of an edge(u; v) 2 E to the objective function of the linear program. As
indicated in Section 2, the contribution is equal to the costof the optimal transshipment cost of the flow in the
complete bipartite graphH(u; v) betweenfu1; : : : ; ukg andfv1; : : : ; vkg, where the supply ofui is �x(u; i) and
the demand ofvj is �x(v; j) for 1 � i; j � k. Recall thatdLP (u; v) =Pi;j d(i; j) � �x(u; i; v; j).
Lemma 3.2 For the line metric dLP (u; v) � kXi=1 j�(u; i) � �(v; i)j:
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Proof. The crucial observation in the case of a linear metric is thatflow can beuncrossed. Let i � i0 andj � j0. Suppose that" amount of flow is sent fromui to vj0 and fromui0 to vj. Then, uncrossing the flow,
i.e., sending" amount of flow fromui to vj and fromui0 to vj0 will not increase the cost of the transshipment.
This means that the amount of flow sent fromfu1; : : : ; uig to fv1; : : : ; vig, for all i, 1 � i � k, is preciselyminf�(u; i); �(v; i)g. Therefore,j�(v; i)��(u; i)j amount of flow is sent “outside” the label set1; 2; : : : ; i and
can be charged one unit of cost (with respect toi). Applying this argument to all values ofi, 1 � i � k, we get
that the cost of theoptimal transshipment of flow is precisely

Pki=1 j�(u; i) � �(v; i)j. The lemma follows. 2
Hence, together with Lemma 3.1, we get that the expected costof edge(u; v) 2 E after the rounding is no

more than its contribution to the objective function of the linear program.
The uncrossing of flow in the proof of Lemma 3.2 relies on the Monge-property of the distances induced by

points on a line. Hoffman [20], in his classical paper, pointed out that the Monge-property can be exploited for
transportation and related problems.

Theorem 1 The integrality gap of LP(I) for the line metric is1.

3.3 Distance functions on the Line defined by Convex functions

We now consider distance functions on the labels1; : : : ; k on the integer line defined by strictly convex functions,
that isd(i; j) = f(ji � jj) wheref is convex and non-decreasing . Notice that such distance functions do not
satisfy the metric property, sinced is a metric if and only iff is concave and increasing. Our motivation for
studying these metrics comes from the quadratic functiond(i; j) = ji � jj2 which is of particular interest in the
image restoration application [22, 27] described earlier.We note that for the special case where the assignment
cost is also a convex function (of the label), efficient algorithms are given by [19]. We can show the following.

Theorem 2 For any distance function on the line defined by a convex function, the integrality gap of LP(I) is 1.

We sketch the proof, since it is similar to the linear case. Consider a feasible solution�x to the LP. For any edge(u; v), if f is convex, the optimal cost transshipment flow inH(u; v) is non-crossing. Further, for the rounding
that we described for the linear case, if the flow is non-crossing, Pr [L(u) = i ^ L(v) = j] = �x(u; i; v; j). The
theorem follows from this last fact trivially. Ishikawa andGeiger [22] show that the flow graph construction
for the line metric can be extended for convex functions to obtain an optimal solution. The advantage of our
approach is that the solution is obtained from a general formulation. This allows us to extend the ideas to obtain
the first non-trivial approximation for the truncated quadratic distance function.

4 Improved Approximation for the Truncated Line Metric

In this section we use LP (I) to give a(2 +p2)-approximation algorithm for the truncated line metric case. This
improves the4-approximation provided in [18]. We prefer to view the metric graph as a line with the truncation
toM being implicit. This allows us to use, with appropriate modifications, ideas from Section 3.2. We round the
fractional solution�x once again using only the values�x(u; i). LetM 0 �M be an integer parameter that we will
fix later. We repeat the following iteration until all vertices are assigned a label.� Pick an integer̀ uniformly at random in[�M 0 + 2; k]. Let I` be the interval[`; `+M 0 � 1].� Pick a real threshold� uniformly at random from[0; 1].� Let u be an unassigned vertex. If there is a labeli 2 I` such thati�1Xj=` �x(u; j) < � � iXj=` �x(u; j);
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we assigni to u. Otherwiseu is unassigned in this iteration.

The above algorithm generalizes the rounding algorithms for the uniform and line metrics in a natural way. Once
the index` is picked, the rounding is similar to that of the line metric in the intervalI`. The difference is that
a vertex might not get a label in an iteration. If two verticesu andv get separated in an iteration, that is only
one of them gets assigned, our analysis will assume that their distance isM . This is similar to the analysis in
[26] for the uniform metric case. Our improvement comes froma careful analysis of the algorithm that treats
links differently, based on whether their distance is linear or truncated. The analysis guides the choice ofM 0 to
obtain the best guarantee.

LetL(u) andL(v) be random variables that indicate the labels that get assigned tou andv by the algorithm.

Lemma 4.1 In any given iteration, the probability of an unassigned vertexu getting a labeli in that iteration is
exactly�x(u; i) �M 0=(k +M 0 � 1). The probability ofu getting assigned in the iteration isM 0=(k +M 0 � 1).
ThereforePr [L(u) = i] = �x(u; i).
Proof. If ` is picked in the first step of an iteration, the probability ofassigningi to u is exactly�x(u; i), if i 2 I`,
and zero otherwise. The number of intervals that containi is M 0, hence the probability ofu getting i in an
iteration is simply�x(u; i) �M 0=(k +M 0 � 1). 2

It also follows from Lemma 4.1 that with high probability allvertices are assigned inO(k log n) itera-
tions. The following lemma bounds the expected distance betweenL(u) andL(v) as a function ofM 0. RecalldLP (u; v) =Pi;j d(i; j) � �x(u; i; v; j).
Lemma 4.2 The expected distance betweenL(u) andL(v) satisfies the following inequality.

E [d(L(u); L(v))] � �2 +max �2MM 0 ; M 0M �� dLP (u; v):
Theorem 3 There is a(2 + p2)-approximation algorithm for the metric labeling problem when the metric is
truncated linear.

Proof. We note that the algorithm and the analysis easily generalizes to the case whenM 0 is a real number. We
chooseM 0 = p2M and the theorem follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 2

For the rest of the section, we restrict our attention to one particular edge(u; v) 2 E(G). We analyse the
effect of the rounding on the expected distance with the goalof proving Lemma 4.2. To analyze the process, we
consider an iteration before which neitheru andv are assigned. If, in the current iteration, only one ofu or v is
assigned a label, that is they areseparated, we will pay a distance ofM . If both of them are assigned, then we
pay a certain distance based on their labels in the interval.The main quantity of interest is the expected distance
between the labels ofu andv in a single iteration conditioned under the event that both of them are assigned in
this iteration. Recall that a link refers to the edges in the complete bipartite graphH(u; v).

Given an intervalI` = [`; `+M 0 � 1], we partition the interesting links forI` into three categories,internal,
left crossing, andright crossing. The internal links denoted byINT(I`) are all the links(u; i; v; j) with i; j 2 I`,
the left crossing links denoted byLCROSS(I`) are those withminfi; jg < ` and andmaxfi; jg 2 I`, and right
crossing link denoted byRCROSS(I`) are those withminfi; jg 2 I` and andmaxfi; jg > `+M 0 � 1. It is clear
that no link is both left and right crossing. LetCROSS(I`) denoteLCROSS(I`)[ RCROSS(I`). See Figure 2 for an
example. It is easy to see thate is not relevant toI` if i; j =2 I`.

We set up some notation that we use for the rest of this section. For a linke = (u; i; v; j) let dlin(e) = ji� jj
andd(e) = d(i; j) = min(M;dlin(e)) be the linear distance and truncated linear distance respectively, between
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Figure 2: Illustration of interesting links forI`.i andj. The quantity�xe is compact notation for�x(u; i; v; j). Consider a linke that crosses the intervalI` and
let i be the label ofe that is internal toI`. We denote byd`(e) the quantity(`+M 0 � 1� i), the linear distance
from i to the right end of interval. The quantity�x(u; I`) refers to

Pi2I` �x(u; i), the flow ofu assigned by the LP
to labels inI`.
Lemma 4.3 The probability ofu andv being separated given that` was chosen in the first step of the iteration
is at most

Pe2CROSS(I`) �xe.
Proof. The probability of separation is exactlyj�x(u; I`)� �x(v; I`)j which can easily be seen to be upper bounded
by
Pe2CROSS(I`) �xe. 2

Lemma 4.4 For two verticesu and v, unlabeled before an iteration, letp` be the expected distance between
them, conditioned on the event that` was chosen in the first step of the iteration and both were assigned a label
in I`. Then p` � Xe2CROSS(I`) d`(e)�xe + Xe2INT(I`) dlin(e)�xe:

We provide some intuition before giving the formal proof. Once` is fixed, the rounding is exactly the same
as that for the line metric when restricted to the intervalI`. From Lemma 3.1 we know the exact expected cost
of the rounding. However, we do not have an equivalent of Lemma 3.2 to bound the LP cost, becauseI` is only
a subinterval of the full line and also because of the truncation. The main difficulty is with links that belong to
CROSS(I`). By charging each of the crossing linkse, an amount equal tod`(e) (instead ofd(e) that LP paid),
we are able to pay for the expected cost of rounding. In other words, we charge the interesting links ofI` to pay
for the optimal linear metric transshipment flow induced by the fractional values�x(u; i) and�x(v; i), i 2 I` when
restricted toI`.
Proof. Fix an ` and w.l.o.g. assume that�x(u; I`) � �x(v; I`). With probability q = �x(v; I`), both u and v
get labels fromI`. We analyze the expected distance conditioned on this event. Once the intervalI` is fixed
the rounding is very similar to that of the linear metric case. For 0 � i < M 0 let �(u; i) = Pj+ij=` �x(u; j).
The quantity�(u; i) sums the amount of flow ofu in the firsti + 1 labels of the intervalI`. In the following
analysis we assume that distances withinI` are linear and ignore truncation. This can only hurt us. Following the
reasoning in Lemma 3.1 the expected distance betweenu andv is equal to

PM 0�1i=0 jminfq; �(u; i)g � �(v; i)j
10



which we upper bound by
PM 0�1i=0 j�(u; i) � �(v; i)j. We claim thatM 0�1Xi=0 j�(u; i) � �(v; i)j � Xe2CROSS(I`) d`(e)�xe + Xe2INT(I`) dlin(e)�xe:

To prove this claim, we consider each linke 2 CROSS(I`) [ INT(I`) and sum its contribution to the termsqi = j�(u; i) � �(v; i)j, 0 � i < M 0. Let e = (u; a; v; b) 2 INT(I`). It is clear thate contributes exactly�xe to qi
if a � i andb > i or if a > i andb � i. Otherwise its contribution is0. Therefore, the overall contribution ofe
to
P qi is �xeja� bj = �xedlin(e).
Now supposee = (u; a; v; b) 2 LCROSS(I`). Assume w.l.o.g. thata � ` andb < `, the other case is similar.

Link e will contribute �xe to �(u; i) for a � ` � i < M 0 and contributes0 to �(v; i) for 0 � i < M 0 sinceb
is outside the intervalI`. Therefore, the contribution ofe to qi is �xe for a � ` � i < M 0 and0 otherwise. The
overall contribution ofe to

P qi is �xej`+M 0 � 1 � aj = d`(e)�xe. A similar argument holds for the case whene 2 RCROSS(I`). 2
Proof of Lemma 4.2. For a given iteration before which neitheru nor v has a label, letPr [u ^ v], Pr [u� v],
andPr [u _ v] denote the probabilities thatu andv are both assigned, exactly one of them is assigned, and at
least one of them is assigned respectively. We upper bound the quantityE [d(L(u); L(v))] as follows. If u
andv are separated in some iteration we upper bound their resulting distance byM . Using this simplification
E [d(L(u); L(v))] is bounded by the quantity below.

Pr [u� v] �M + Pr [u ^ v] � E [d(L(u); L(v))ju ^ v]
Pr [u _ v]

We upper bound the above expression as follows.� We lower boundPr [u _ v] by Pr [u] which by Lemma 4.1 is equal toM 0=(k +M 0 � 1).� We upper boundPr [u� v] by 1k+M 0�1P`Pe2CROSS(I`) �xe using Lemma 4.3.� By the definition ofp` in Lemma 4.4 we get the following.

Pr [u ^ v]E [d(L(u); L(v))ju ^ v] = 1k +M 0 � 1 X̀ p`:
Putting all these together and using Lemma 4.4 to boundp`,

E [d(L(u); L(v))] � 1M 0 X̀0@ Xe2CROSS(I`)(M + d`(e))�xe + Xe2INT(I`) dlin(e)�xe1A� 1M 0 Xe �xe0@ X
CROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X

INT(I`)3e dlin(e)1A :
Lemma 4.5 below shows thatX

CROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X
INT(I`)3e dlin(e) � �2M 0 +maxf2M; (M 0)2=Mg� d(e):

It follows that

E [d(L(u); L(v))] � 1M 0 �2M 0 +maxf2M; (M 0)2=Mg�Xe �xed(e)� (2 + maxf2M=M 0;M 0=Mg) � dLP (u; v):
11



This finishes the proof. 2
Lemma 4.5 Lete = (u; i; v; j) be a link. ThenX

CROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X
INT(I`)3e dlin(e) � �2M 0 +max�2M; (M 0)2=M	� d(e):

Proof. Let �d(e) = P
CROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) +P

INT(I`)3e dlin(e). We evaluate�d(e) separately for three
different types of links based on their lengths. Recall thatM 0 � M and henced(e) � M � M 0 for all links e.
Let e correspond to the link(u; i; v; j) in H(u; v) and w.l.o.g. assume thati � j, the other case is similar. Also
recall thatdlin(e) = ji� jj.� dlin(e) �M 0: In this case it is clear thate is not an internal edge for anyI`, hence

P
INT(I`)3e dlin(e) = 0.

Also d(e) = M . Therefore�d(e) = X
CROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e))= X
LCROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X

RCROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e))= jX`=j�M 0+1(M +M 0 + `� 1� i) + iX`=i�M 0+1(M +M 0 + `� 1� i)� M 0(2M +M 0)= M 0(2 +M 0=M)M = M 0(2 +M 0=M)d(e):� dlin(e) < M : In this cased(e) = dlin(e).�d(e) = X
CROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X

INT(I`)3e dlin(e)= X
LCROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X

RCROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e))+ X
INT(I`)3e dlin(e)= jX`=i+1(M +M 0 + `� 1� i) + j�M 0X`=i�M 0+1(M +M 0 + `� 1� i)+ iX`=j�M 0+1 dlin(e)� (2M 0 + 2M � dlin(e))dlin(e)� (2M 0 + 2M)dlin(e)= M 0(2 + 2M=M 0)d(e):
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� M � dlin(e) < M 0: In this cased(e) = M .�d(e) = X
LCROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X

RCROSS(I`)3e(M + d`(e)) + X
INT(I`)3e dlin(e)= jX`=i+1(M +M 0 + `� 1� i) + j�M 0X`=i�M 0+1(M +M 0 + `� 1� i)+ iX`=j�M 0+1 dlin(e)= (2M 0 + 2M � dlin(e))dlin(e)� M 0(2M +M 0)= M 0(2 +M 0=M)d(e): 2

4.1 The Truncated Quadratic Distance on the Line

Consider the label space1; 2; : : : ; k on the line where the distance functiond(i; j) = minfM; ji � jj2g. This is
the truncated version of the quadratic distance. We note that the quadratic distance is not a metric. However, as
mentioned earlier, this distance function arises in image processing applications. In Subsection 3.3 we showed
that our LP formulation gives an optimal solution for the quadratic distance on the line. For the truncated version
of this distance we can use the algorithm from Section 4. By choosingM 0 = pM we can show the following
theorem.

Theorem 4 The integrality gap of LP(I) for the truncated quadratic distance isO(pM).
5 General Metrics

5.1 Integrality Gap on General Metrics

We now show that the integrality gap of the LP formulation isO(log k) on general metrics. This gives an
alternative way of obtaining the result of Kleinberg-Tardos [26]. The latter algorithm uses the approach of first
approximating the given metric probabilistically by a hierarchically well-separated tree (HST) metric [2] and then
using an LP formulation to solve the problem on tree metrics.The Kleinberg-Tardos LP formulation has only anO(1) integrality gap on HST metrics. Since any arbitraryk-point metric can be probabilistically approximated
by an HST metric with anO(log k) distortion [16], their result follows. In contrast, our approach is based on
directly using our LP formulation on the given general metric. As a first step, we use the LP solution to identify
a deterministic HST metric approximation of the given metric such that the cost of our fractional solution on
this HST metric is at mostO(log k) times the LP cost on the original metric. This first step is done by using the
following proposition from [16]. A weaker version was shownearlier in [9, 3] with a bound ofO(log k log log k).
Proposition 1 Letd be an arbitraryk-point metric and let� be a non-negative function defined over all pairs of
points in the metric. Thend can be deterministically approximated by an HST metricdT such thatXi;j �(i; j) � dT (i; j) � O(log k)Xi;j �(i; j) � d(i; j):
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Given an optimal solution�x to our LP formulation, we apply Proposition 1 with the weightfunction�(i; j) =P(u;v)2E w(u; v) � �x(u; i; v; j) for 1 � i; j � k. Thus,�(i; j) is the fractional weight of edges betweeni andj. Let dT denote the resulting HST metric. Since we are changing only the metric on the labels and not the
assignments provided by the LP, the fractional solution is afeasible solution for this new metric and has cost at
mostO(log k) � C�, whereC� is the optimal LP cost for the original metric. Thus, if we cannow round our
fractional solution ondT by introducing only a constant factor increase in the solution cost, we will obtain anO(log k)-approximation algorithm. We prove this by showing that on any tree metric, our LP formulation is at
least as strong as the Kleinberg-Tardos LP formulation (fortree metrics).

Given an edge weighted tree that defines the metric on the labels, we root the tree at some arbitrary vertex.
Let Ta denote the subtree hanging off a vertexa in the rooted tree and letT denote the set of all such trees.
For any treeT 2 T we denote bỳ (T ) the length of the edge leaving the root ofT to its parent. LetxT (u)
be compact notation for

Pi2T x(u; i), the fractional assignment of the LP to labels in the subtreeT . With this
notation the LP formulation in [26] is as follows:

(KT) minXv2V kXi=1 c(u; i) � x(u; i) + X(u;v)2E w(u; v) XT2T `(T ) � jxT (u)� xT (v)j
subject to: kXi=1 x(u; i) = 1 8 u 2 Vx(u; i) � 0 8 u 2 V andi 2 1; : : : ; k
Let �x be a solution to our formulation (I). As we remarked in Section 3.1, for both (I) and (KT) above, the

values�x(u; i) completely determine the cost. We will show that cost of (KT)on �x is smaller than that of (I). Both
linear programs (I) and (KT) coincide regarding the labeling cost. For each edge(u; v) 2 E we will show that
LP distance for(u; v) is smaller in (I) than (KT). This is based on the following claim.

Claim 5.1 For any feasible solution�x of (I),XT2T `(T ) � j�xT (u)� �xT (v)j � Xi;j d(i; j) � �x(u; i; v; j):
The proof of the above claim is straight forward and simply relies on the fact that the distance between two

vertices in a tree metric is defined by the unique path betweenthem. We omit the details. We obtain the following
theorem from the above discussion.

Theorem 5 The integrality gap of LP(I) on ak-point metric isO(log k).
5.2 Reduction to Zero-Infinity Assignment Costs

We now describe a transformation for the general problem that essentially allows us to eliminate the label assign-
ment cost function. This transformation reduces an instance with arbitrary label assignment cost functionc to
one where each label assignment cost is either0 or1. We refer to an instance of this latter type as azero-infinity
instance. Our transformation exactly preserves the cost ofany feasible solution but in the process increases the
number of labels by a factor ofn. This provides some evidence that the label cost assignmentfunction does
not play a strong role in determining the approximability threshold of the metric labeling problem. In particular,
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existence of a constant factor approximation algorithm forzero-infinity instances would imply a constant factor
approximation algorithm for general instances as well.

From an instanceI = hc; d; w; L;G(V;E)i of the general problem, we create an instance of the zero-infinity
variantI 0 = hc0; d0; w; L0; G(V;E)i as follows. We define a new label setL0 = fiu j i 2 L and u 2 V g, i.e.
we make a copy ofL for each vertex inG. The new label cost assignment function is given byc0(u; iv) = 0 ifv = u and1 otherwise. Thus, each vertex has its own copy of the originallabel set, and any finite cost solution
to I 0 would assign each vertex a label from its own private copy.

LetWu =P(u;v)2E w(u; v) for any vertexu 2 V . The new distance metric onL0 is defined in terms of the
original distance metric as well as the original label cost assignment function. Fori 6= j or u 6= v,d0(iu; jv) = d(i; j) + c(u; i)Wu + c(v; j)Wv ;
andd0(iu; iu) = 0. It can be verified thatd0 is indeed a metric, and that any solution to instanceI can be mapped
to a solution to instanceI 0, and vice versa, in a cost-preserving manner. The proof of the following theorem
follows in a straightforward manner from the above construction.

Theorem 6 If there exists af(n; k)-approximation algorithm for zero-infinity instances of the metric labeling
problem, then there exists af(n; nk)-approximation algorithm for general instances.

In fact, there is an even simpler reduction to zero-infinity instances, conveyed to us by Julia Chuzhoy [10],
which does not change the input metric but changes the graph in a very simple way. For each vertexv and labelj such thatc(v; j) > 0, add a new vertexzvj to the graph for whichc(zvj ; `) = � 1 if ` = j;0 if ` 6= j:
A new edge(v; zvj) is added to the graph. Let` 6= j be the label that minimizesd(j; `), such thatd(j; `) > 0.
The weight of the edge(v; zvj) is set to w(v; zvj) = c(v; j)d(j; `) :
Setc(v; j) = 0 for 1 � j � k. We now obtain a new instance of the metric labeling problem by the above
transformation. Note that the metric has not been altered. It is not hard to verify that this reduction preserves the
value of an optimal solution, and that anr-approximation to the new instance also yields anr-approximation to
the original instance. Hence the following theorem is obtained.

Theorem 7 (Chuzhoy [10]) If there is af(n; k)-approximation algorithm for zero-infinity instances of metric
labeling, then there is af(n+ nk; k)-approximation algorithm for general instances.

6 Conclusions

As we mentioned in Section 1, our LP is integral whenG is a tree. We give a brief sketch of the idea. Consider
an edge(u; v) in G whereu is a leaf connected tov. If v is assigned a labeli in some solution, then it is easy
to see that an optimal assignment tou is to assign it a labelj wherec(u; j) + w(u; v)d(i; j) = mink(c(u; k) +w(u; v)d(i; k)). Hence the assignment tou is completely fixed by the assignment tov. We can eliminateu fromG and incorporate the cost ofu in the assignment cost ofv as follows: setc0(v; i) = c(v; i) + mink(c(u; k) +w(u; v)d(i; k)). This transformation can be repeated until there is only onenode left and the optimal solution
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then is trivial. The same argument above can be used to show optimality of our LP formulation for trees. We
leave the details to the reader.

Chuzhoy and Naor [11] recently obtained an
(plog k)-factor hardness of approximation for the metric
labeling problem. The 0-extension problem generalizes themulti-way cut problem and is a special case of the
metric labeling problem. As mentioned earlier, Călinescu, Karloff, and Rabani [8] established an
(plog k)
lower bound on the integrality gap of the metric relaxation for the 0-extension problem. Fakcheroenphol et
al. [15] improved the upper bound on the integrality gap of the metric relaxation toO(log k= log log k). It is
worthwhile to study the integrality gap of our formulation for this restricted problem. See [1] for results in this
direction.

The truncated quadratic distance function is of particularinterest to applications in vision. Though this
distance function does not form a metric, it is quite possible that a constant factor approximation is achievable.
Here too our formulation might be of use in developing improved algorithms.
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